
1967 FERRARI 275 GTB/41967 FERRARI 275 GTB/4
Verde Pino with Black Leather

£SOLD£SOLD

Mileage 19,767 miles  Engine Capacity 3285cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Manual  Chassis No. 10169

Chassis #10169 is a very special example. Delivered new in July 1967 with the optional extras of electric windows and wiring

for Radio console, it was the only right-hand drive GTB/4 to be finished in the stunning colour of Verde Pino from new.

The car was sold to Rock legend Eric Clapton in December 1970, the sales invoice still accompanies the car today. It later

passed to a noted Ferrari collector who only parted company with the GTB/4 due to the arrival of his 250 GTO #3527GT, a car

we sold in 2019.

In 1991 it was sold to its most recent owner, a well-known gentleman in the Ferrari world, who upon receiving the car

changed the exterior colour to Argento but retained the original interior which even today, is one of the finest we have ever

seen. Throughout his near 30-year long ownership, the car was shown at several concours events including winning Best in

Class on more than one occasion at the highly competitive Ferrari Owners Club events.
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Upon our purchase in 2020, we made the conscious decision to return the car to its original Verde Pino and at the same time

return every single detail to its period correct finish. The car was sent back to its motherland where work was carried out by

the very best Ferrari experts in the business, Cremonini and Bonini

#10169 is a total matching number car including chassis, body, engine and gearbox, plus upon careful inspection all body

numbers are still evident on additional fixings, a testament to the cars originality.

Offered complete with its original owners manual, dealer directory supplement, leather pouch and fantastic history file which

contains lots of period correspondence including the original factory order form and dealer invoice.
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